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INTRODUCTION
A transient ischaemic attack (TIA) is a temporary focal neurological disturbance due to an interruption in the blood supply to an area of the brain. (1) We use the term transient neurological symptoms to describe the broad range of symptoms that may occur following a TIA or another condition that may mimic TIA. There is no 'gold standard' clinical test that can be used to diagnose a TIA or stroke based on symptomology. The diagnosis of TIA is based on the assessment of symptoms and 'adequate' investigation by a clinician. Historically TIA symptoms would need to resolve within 24 hours to be classified as TIA and not a minor stroke; however, in 2009 a tissue-based definition of TIA was proposed: 'Transient ischemic attack (TIA): a transient episode of neurological dysfunction caused by focal brain, spinal cord, or retinal ischemia, without acute infarction'. (1, 2) In practice however, the time-based definition may be the more operable, working definition, because identification of infarcts requires imaging and not all TIA clinic attendees are imaged.
The incidence of transient neurological symptoms is high, estimated at 190 cases per 100,000 population (3)and clinic referral rates in the order of about 16 per 10,000 patients every year. (4) Outpatient TIA clinics are well equipped to identify and treat TIA and minor stroke, but only a proportion of suspected TIA cases will be confirmed. Those not presenting with a TIA may nevertheless suffer adverse health consequences. (5) The clinical assessment for TIA can be complex as the symptoms are transient and there are no persisting signs on examination to guide the referring clinician. There has been one previous brief review of predictive values in TIA, but an update is timely as there has been more published data to inform estimates of accuracy as well as richer data on alternative diagnoses in this complex clinic population. (6) The objective of our study was to evaluate the positive predictive values associated with first-contact healthcare referral, i.e. from General Practice (GP) or from an Emergency Department (ED), to TIA clinic and to describe the alternative diagnoses in referred patients.
METHODS

Data sources
Four databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE, and The Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews and Database of Reviews and Effectiveness) were searched from 1989 to week 28, 2016 using terms for "TIA" combined with a diagnostic filter (supplementary file A1). We used the Bachmann filter (adapted to run on each database) which has been identified as one of the most sensitive diagnostic filters available, with acceptable precision (7) . Additional papers were sought by screening the citations of retrieved studies. All data screening, extraction and full text assessment was done by a single reviewer and checked in detail by a second.
Inclusion criteria
Primary studies of any design, conference abstracts and systematic reviews reporting information necessary to derive positive predictive values of TIA diagnosis from first-contact healthcare (primarily GPs or ED doctors). Where more than one study reported the same predictive values, duplicate values were not reported. Where there was a duplication of reporting, preference was given to full-text studies which report the most detail with respect to the application of the index test and reference standard.
Data Extraction and Quality Assessment of Studies
Data were extracted on the type of study, geographic location, method for patient selection, age of the population and number of patients included in the study. We collected information on the positive and negative diagnoses, along with frequencies of unverified diagnoses, which reference standard the study applied (TIA alone or TIA and minor stroke), and what definition of TIA was used (tissue or time-based). Systematic reviews were identified as a source or relevant studies. QUADAS-2 was used to assess the risk of bias and applicability of included studies (8) . We also recorded the frequencies of differential diagnoses for false positive TIAs. The details of all non TIA/stroke diagnoses were tabulated.
Statistical analysis and synthesis
For each study we calculated the PPV as number of true positives divided by the sum of true and false positives (i.e. the total number of patients referred to the clinic). The binomial exact standard errors were calculated where the standard error of the PPV was not reported. Due to high unexplained variation in the underlying prevalence of TIA, we chose not to estimate summary PPV. Forest plots were used to display the individual study estimates of PPV together with 95% CIs analysing the target conditions (TIA and the composite outcome of TIA and minor stroke) separately. While our main analysis reports results for full texts only, we carried out a sensitivity analysis including conference abstracts to examine the robustness of our results.
RESULTS
The search identified 3,924 unique records. Of these, 19 full texts met the eligibility criteria ( Figure 1 ). Twelve conference abstracts also met inclusion criteria; these were included in the sensitivity analysis. Study characteristics are presented in Table A2 .
Figure 1
Nine studies were conducted in the UK, three in Ireland, three in Australia, two in Portugal and one in each of Spain and France. All patients identified were TIA clinic referrals/attendees, using consecutive or all referrals within a given timeframe. 19 studies provided sufficient information to calculate the PPV for at least one of the reference diagnoses (TIA and or the composite reference diagnosis of TIA and minor stroke). The number of suspected TIAs referred from or including GPs (18/19 studies included this route) ranged from 52 to 3533 clinic attendees (Table A2 ). (9, 10)
Specialist diagnosis (reference standard)
In all cases, the reference standard was the clinical diagnosis of the stroke physician in clinic. Several studies reported that the assessment of TIA was standardised at their clinic, and/or of additional retrospective notes review to confirm the diagnosis made by a senior stroke/vascular specialist. Studies dichotomised diagnoses into two outcomes (TIA, which sometimes included minor stroke) and not TIA. All studies with the exception of a conference abstract included in the sensitivity analysis (11) where the tissue-based definition was used, used the time-based definition of TIA even where the later tissue-based definition was available.
Differential diagnoses
Twelve of the included studies reported on the final diagnoses received by patients, although one study did not report sufficient information to determine frequencies for all alternate diagnoses. (12) Where reported, the frequency of alternative diagnoses are shown in Table A3 . The range of conditions diagnosed includes diseases which have NICE guidance recommending assessment by an appropriately trained specialist such as multiple sclerosis, epilepsy and cardiac arrhythmias. The commonest diagnoses were seizure, syncope, transient global amnesia, tension headache and migraine (Table A3) .
Unexplained diagnoses
The majority of studies did not provide clear information on the number of patients for whom there was no clear diagnosis following referral to a TIA clinic. (Table A3 ). Several studies had a "possible TIA" category (13, 14) with symptoms which were broadly consistent with, but not clearly diagnostic for TIA; and "non-TIA" when this was not the case. Since the diagnosis was essentially unconfirmed in these cases, our analysis treats possible TIA as essentially unexplained i.e. negative cases in our analysis of PPV.
Positive predictive values of TIA from first-contact healthcare The proportion of referred patients with a final diagnosis of TIA and/or minor stroke ranged from 22.0 to 77.9% (figure 2), and ranged from 12.9 to 68.6% of patients with a final diagnosis of TIA ( figure 3) . However, the distribution of PPV estimates appear to differ depending on the reference standard as 13/18 studies have a PPV ≥ 50% for a combined TIA and minor stroke outcome but only 4/18 studies have a PPV ≥ 50% when the reference standard was just TIA.
Assessment of study quality
Application of the QUADAS-2 checklist yielded similar results across studies, with all studies having a high risk of bias in the reference standard domain. The bias relates to the absence of a "gold standard" test and that the diagnostician knows that the patients were referred as suspected TIA (as all patients were seen in routine TIA clinics).
Influence of referral source and referral criterion
The majority of studies included all referrals and did not report on the composition of referrals (GP or ED) and/or provide sufficient data to calculate PPVs by referral source. It is plausible that studies may have included referrals from other sources such as ophthalmology, and secondary care, but reporting on this issue was scant. Two studies (9, 15) provided sufficient information to calculate PPVs according to two referral routes (GP or ED) and a further study provided this information on PPVs for referrals purely from GPs (16) . A further study gave PPVs predominantly from an ED setting (17) , whereas all other studies appear to have largely comprised referred from GPs. With the exception of one small study (9) , the PPVs appear lower in GP referrals than in referrals from ED. Only one study which restricted itself to suspected anterior circulation TIA events (18), described specific referral criteria.
Figure 2, Figure 3
Impact of including conference abstracts
In general, interpretation of the results did not change when conference abstracts were included (figure A4, A5), however, Kleinig et al. (11) had much lower PPVs for both TIA (7.1% CI: 3.9-11.6) and the combined outcome (16.7 CI: 11.7-22.6). This study was set in an MRIbased referral clinic using the tissue-based reference standard.
Discussion
Summary of key findings:
Our review has identified considerable variability in PPVs for TIA across studies. The subset of studies we identified which report on alternative diagnoses highlights the predominance of additional neurological and cardiological diseases which are TIA mimics requiring specialist assessment either within the TIA service or at a subsequent specialty clinic attendance. While our review demonstrates a variation in PPVs across studies, it could be that this is explained by a combination of referral source and diagnostic criteria, study age and/or the cardiovascular event being diagnosed. For instance, we found some evidence to suggest that PPVs in Primary Care populations may be lower than in those which included ED. However, inference about the possible influence of referral source and referral criterion is difficult because of other study differences. PPVs also tended to be higher in studies conducted in recent years, which might reflect a change in operation of the diagnostic criteria and improving recognition of symptoms by doctors over time. Finally, studies which included stroke had higher PPVs; this might reflect the broader diagnostic criteria or that GPs and ED doctors may be more likely to correctly identify a stroke due to the persistent nature of the deficit.
Strengths and limitations:
Since there was no assessment of patients not thought by firstcontact health care to have suffered a TIA, we do not know how many people with TIAs were missed. Therefore, we cannot compute sensitivity or specificity. This means that we cannot interpret whether high predictive values were associated with higher referral thresholds (which is likely to be associated with lower sensitivity, i.e. more TIAs missed by first-contact health care). It also means that we cannot compute prevalence of TIA in the population seen by first-contact health care, which is a key determinant of predictive value.
While we think the reference standard is acceptable -in all cases it was analogous to how diagnoses are made in practice -specialists were not blind to the index GP/ED diagnosis. This might foreseeably lead to more non-TIAs being misclassified as TIAs.
To explore potential publication bias, we included conference abstracts in a sensitivity analysis. Predictive values for TIA were similar, suggesting that publication bias is unlikely to be a major issue.
The PPVs we have reported are at study level i.e. across studies. Each study reflects practice of multiple clinicians, who may vary considerably. A PPV does not indicate whether the referral to TIA clinic was appropriate for the patient, and/or whether a more appropriate action should have been taken.
Interpretation in the light of existing literature: Whilst we were unable to determine measures of sensitivity and specificity, positive predictive values are a key statistic used in predictive risk modelling and the planning of prevention services. (19) Our study found that PPVs for TIA are quite high (as compared with other conditions with fast-track referral) (20) (21) (22) but the key message is that TIA is an uncertain diagnosis. The use of PPVs as statistics for planning TIA services has been contested (23), as patients with transient symptoms that are not due to TIA have been recognized as a similarly morbid population to true TIA. (24) (25) (26) Clinical need is therefore not limited to confirmed TIAs but to the broader populace with transient symptoms. The dual findings of our review -relatively high but variable predictive values and a predominance of cardiovascular pathologiessuggests that active risk factor management, including early initiation of antiplatelet agents is still appropriate to mitigate early recurrent stroke risk after initial suspicion of TIA. (27) Implications for research and practice: Our study shows that TIA specialist services need to handle a broad range of diagnoses, not just TIA. Many of the most common alternate diagnoses could benefit from appropriate specialty input and the challenge for commissioners of services is how best to deliver comprehensive care for patients who present with transient neurological symptoms. While the TIA clinic is well placed to manage the hyper-acute risk of recurrent stroke it may not be the optimal configuration in terms of specialist assessment for the range of neurological, cardiological and psychiatric conditions which also require ongoing care. Banerjee PPV of first-contact healthcare diagnosed TIA Table A2 : Extracted data (stratified by referral route) for clinician accuracy 1 Figure A5 : PPV of first-contact healthcare diagnosis in TIA (sensitivity analysis including original data contained in conference abstracts).
